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Abstract: Continuum Inspection Robot can perform complex 3D motions providing an innovative solution 

for concurrent issues faced in industries for inspecting tight spaces and pipelines. Uses Continuum 

Mechanism that has no joints which give an advantage over traditional arms in terms of reach and degree 

of freedom in movement. This mechanism has two segments, since there are zerojoints, thus it has infinite 

degree of freedom. The manipulator is a circular shape robot flexible with backbone. Each backbone is 

separated with spacer disks. Actuation of the continuum robot is done by pulling the tendons which results 

in bending motion. The flexible lightweight robot arm, which is composed of each segment can be 

controlled using three tendons as a result the robot can adopt highly non-linker shapes which allow 

manipulators in confined spaces. Each tendon is driven by stepper motor controlled by a microcontroller 

[Arduino mega]. The input signal one given to microcontroller using joystick and its signal is transmitted 

using the wireless communication devices. The main specialty of this robot is that it’s end effector can be 

interchangeably used according to the circumstances. The power for the mechanism is provided by step 

down transformer suitable for the internal electronics. The articulation is done wirelessly through the 

integration of Bluetooth module in microcontroller and special user interface created in smart phone.. 
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